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Abstract: Accurate evaluation of the misalignment sensitivity of hypoid gears is a significant foundation for analysis of its dynamics and for the calculation of machining parameters. A tooth contact analysis (TCA) methodology considering four kinds of
misalignments is presented to calculate the contact pattern and transmission error. A sensitivity model of contact pattern to misalignments is established to investigate the effects of different alignment errors on meshing performance. By parameterizing the
contact pattern, the influences of offset error, angular error, and the axial error of pinion and gear on the direction, shape, and
position features of contact pattern are studied. Coefficients of four evaluation indexes to different misalignments are defined
respectively, and the minimum sum of the weighted coefficients is utilized to establish a multi-objective comprehensive sensitivity
model. Three curvatures of the pitch cone of the pinion are taken as the control variables, and a global selection space is then built
within the reasonable range of those curvatures. An improved multi-population genetic algorithm (MPGA) is used to find the
optimal set of curvatures to achieve the minimum synthetic sensitivity. TCA results indicate that the offset error and angular error
have the greatest influence on the contact pattern. By adopting this methodology appropriately, the sensitivity of the contact
pattern to misalignments can be reduced. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as: (1) an accurate parameterized
measurement model of the contact pattern; (2) a comprehensive sensitivity model of the contact pattern to misalignments; (3) an
optimization framework consisting of a calculation model of the machining parameters, a TCA model considering misalignments,
and a misalignment sensitivity evaluation model.
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1 Introduction
Current research on the optimization of the
meshing performance of hypoid gears mainly focuses
on theories of optimal design of tooth surfaces, and
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advanced manufacture and tooth contact analysis
(TCA) technology (Bracci et al., 2009; Ding et al.,
2016; Guo et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Zhuo et al.,
2017). As a primary tool for analyzing the meshing
qualities of hypoid gears, TCA usually refers to the
unloaded contact analyses of the gear pair, including
the contact pattern analysis and transmission error (TE)
analysis (Litvin et al., 1987; Litvin and Fuentes, 2004).
The tooth contact pattern can show the load distribution on the mating surfaces visually, while TE is a
metric generally used to evaluate the kinematic stability of the gear drive (Litvin et al., 1991; Vogel et al.,
2002). In fact, the contact pattern and TE are jointly
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determined by the design principle, machining accuracy, and installation errors (Fan and Wilcox, 2007).
Originally, Gleason Works, USA developed a
local conjugate theory (LCT) to control the meshing
quality by observing the contact pattern on tooth
surfaces directly, and the contact pattern was usually
controlled in the middle of the tooth surface to accommodate different load conditions (The Gleason
Works, 1971; Stadtfeld, 1993). Later, Litvin and
Fuentes (2004) presented a local synthesis method
(LSM) that established a relationship between the
local geometry and relative motion of the mating
surfaces at the calculation point, in which the contact
patterns were used to evaluate the meshing quality. In
(Achtmann and Bär, 2003), a series of determined
bearing ellipses were adopted to represent the contact
pattern, the position, shape, and inclination of which
have been worked out respectively. Based on these
data, an influence function was designed that described the effects of the supplemental flank correction motions on tooth contact states. Artoni et al.
(2008) proposed an approach to automatically optimize the loaded contact pattern of spiral bevel gears.
By improving the results of TCA, an optimal design of
hypoid gears can be achieved (Mermoz et al., 2013).
Misalignments of a gear drive are the deviations
of the gears from their ideal positions relative to each
other, which can affect the load distribution and
consequently the stress distribution on the full tooth
surface. Due to machining errors, installation errors,
and fluctuating loads, a hypoid gear drive inevitably
operates with misalignments. Baxter and Spear (1961)
studied the sensitivity of the curved-teeth bevel gear
pair and used a “4×2” matrix to express the effects of
a number of second-order meshing parameters on the
sensitivities of installation errors. Based on the TCA
approach, Litvin et al. (1995) researched the effects of
misalignments on the transmission error and other
meshing properties of hypoid gears, and then proposed a new method for absorbing the influences of
installation errors by predetermining a parabolic TE
function. Simon (1996) performed a TCA calculation
on a pair of mismatched hypoid gears. He then studied
the effects of misalignments of the pinion on meshing
properties, and concluded that mounting errors may
cause edge contact, and considerably worsen the
conjugate state of the meshing surfaces, and thus
worsen the load distribution (Simon, 1998). Simon
(2008) studied the influences of misalignments on the

contact stress, bending stress, and loaded transmission error, and proposed an optimization method to
reduce the sensitivity of alignment errors. Gabiccini
et al. (2010) made an automatic program to optimize
the loaded contact pattern of face-milled hypoid gears
with the consideration of mounting errors varying
within prescribed ranges. Hotait et al. (2011) studied
the effects of misalignments on tooth root stresses of
hypoid gears experimentally, then proposed a model
to predict the root stresses of face-milled and
face-hobbed hypoid gears under various bearing and
mismatching conditions. Simon (2014) presented an
optimization approach for defining the optimal cutter
geometry and machine-tool settings for reducing
the sensitivity of spiral bevel gears to mounting errors. He studied how to apply this approach to minimize the effects of misalignments on the elastohydrodynamic lubrication features of spiral bevel
gears.
Misalignment sensitivity analysis requires accurate description of contact characteristic parameters
and relative mounting positions. Parametric modeling
of the contact pattern and detailed discrimination of
the effects of different alignment errors are necessary
but are rare at present. In addition, previous studies
mainly focused on how to evaluate and reduce the
effects of misalignments on meshing properties, while
ignoring analysis of the sensitivity of the contact
pattern to mounting errors. Moreover, after analyzing
the influences of misalignments, most studies focused
on how to improve the meshing quality, while neglecting the elimination of adverse contact states,
such as edge and corner contact states. Actually, due
to the change of the load and assembly state, the real
contact pattern may move to the edge of the tooth
surface, which may lead to the failure of the optimization (Deng and Wei, 2012; Wang et al., 2018). In
this paper, a TCA methodology considering four
kinds of misalignments is presented to obtain a contact pattern and a TE curve. An accurate measurement
model of the contact pattern is established. After that,
a sensitivity model of the contact pattern to misalignments is established for studying the effects of
four kinds of mounting errors on meshing properties.
Both the contact pattern and the TE curve discussed in
this paper are calculated from the unloaded TCA,
which is a common tool used to evaluate the geometric
contact characteristics of hypoid gears. Therefore, the
effects of gear material on the meshing performance
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are not covered in this study. Similarly, for the loaded
tooth contact analysis, such as the effects of changes
of the contact pattern on friction, pressure, scars, and
other contacting characteristics, which are not studied
in this paper, reference should be made to the following (Xu and Kahraman, 2007; Kolivand and
Kahraman, 2009; Fan, 2011; Mohammadpour et al.,
2014; Elisaus et al., 2017; Vivet et al., 2018). With
respect to the above review of the literature, the contribution of this paper can be summarized as: (1) an
accurate parameterized measurement model of the
contact pattern is established; (2) a comprehensive
sensitivity model of contact pattern to misalignments
is built; (3) an optimization framework consisting of
the calculation model of the machining parameters, a
TCA considering alignment errors, and a misalignment sensitivity evaluation model is constructed.

2 Parametric description of misalignments
and contact pattern
Due to processing errors, installation errors, and
different load states, the position, shape, and direction
of contact patterns on tooth surfaces are uncertain,
which complicates the evaluation and analysis of the
influences of misalignments. Hence, parametric
modeling of misalignment and contact patterns is
necessary for evaluating the meshing properties.
2.1 Equivalent misalignments
According to ANSI/AGMA 2008-C01 Assembling Bevel Gears (ANSI-AGMA, 2008), four types
of installation errors need to be controlled when hypoid gears are mounted on a machine: the pinion axial
error HP, the gear axial error HG, the offset error V, and
the angular error Σ between the pinion axis and the
gear axis, as shown in Fig. 1. Similarly, Litvin et al.
(1995) also used these four misalignments to describe
the installation errors of a hypoid gear pair. We thus
chose these four types of misalignments for study.
2.2 Parametrization of the contact pattern
Based on Hertzian contact theory, the instantaneous contact area on a tooth surface can be approximated as an elliptical shape. However, with the
movement of the instantaneous contact area on the
tooth surface, what will eventually form on the entire

tooth surface will be a rectangular or curvilinear
shape. Parametric characteristics of the contact pattern include the direction angle γcp, the area Scp, and
the coordinate [xcp, ycp] of the centroid, as shown in
Fig. 2, where the abscissa axis Xr represents the root
cone of the tooth, Or represents the apex of the root
cone, and Sg represents the gear tooth surface.
2.2.1 Direction angle γcp of the contact pattern
The direction angle γcp is generally used to describe the distribution of the contact pattern on the
tooth surface. In order to prevent defects such as outer
diagonal contact, ill-shape contact, and no intersection of the adjacent TE curves, γcp is chosen as one of
the description parameters. γcp is defined as the angle
between the root cone of the tooth blank and the line
connecting the points GT and GS (on the contact
trajectory of the gear, the points where the teeth touch
each other or separate from each other are respectively named GT and GS, which are the beginning and
the end of the cycle of meshing for one pair of teeth
(Litvin and Fuentes, 2004)), as shown in Fig. 3.
In some previous studies, such as the LSM
(Wang and Ghosh, 1994; Litvin and Fuentes, 2004),
the direction angle of the contact trajectory is generally defined as the angle between the root cone and
the tangent line of the contact trajectory at the calculation point, as shown in Fig. 3. Actually, the tangential direction at the single point cannot determine the
entire contact trajectory throughout the meshing
process. The points on the contact trajectory but outside the curve from GS to GT are meaningless because at these points the mating surfaces have been
separated from each other or have not yet touched
each other. In this study, the calculation principle of
γcp is redefined as

 yc1  ycn
 xc  xc
n
 1

 cp  arctan 


,



(1)

where [xc1 , yc1 ] , [xcn , ycn ] are the coordinate values
of GS(c1) and GT(cn), as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
2.2.2 Area Scp of the contact pattern
Scp represents the area surrounded by the endpoints of all contact ellipses, which reflects the load
bearing capacity of the gear pair, since a larger Scp is
more conducive to distributing the load and avoiding
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Fig. 1 Relative mounting errors of a hypoid gear pair
ωg is the rotate speed of the gear; ωp is the rotate speed of the pinion; other parameters are explained in the main text

Fig. 2 Parametrization of the contact pattern on the gear surface

Fig. 3 Intersection of two adjacent TE curves and direction angle of the contact pattern
δ is the transmission error of the intersection of two adjacent TE curves
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stress concentration. Because the boundaries of the
contact pattern are all curved, in order to obtain Scp
accurately, the long boundaries of the contact pattern
and the contact trajectory are respectively dispersed
into n discrete points, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore,
the area Scp can be calculated based on

1

Scp     Va  Vb  Vc  ,

p 1  2
n 1

(2)

where n represents the number of points at which the
left-side boundary, the right-side boundary, and the
contact trajectory of the contact pattern are discretized during the TCA process. Va, Vb, and Vc are the
transition variables, and
xc p

yc p

1

Va  xa p

ya p

1,

xa( p1)

ya( p1)

1

xc p

yc p

1

Vb  xa( p1)

ya( p1)

1,

xb( p1)

yb( p1)

1

xc p

yc p

1

Vc  xbp

ybp

1.

yb( p1)

1

xb( p1)

xa p and ya p represent the abscissa and the ordinate of
the pth point on the left-side boundary of the contact
point, respectively, and p=1, 2, …, n−1. xbp and ybp
represent the abscissa and the ordinate of the pth point
on the right-side boundary of the contact point, respectively. xc p and yc p represent the abscissa and the
ordinate of the pth point on the contact trajectory of
the contact point, respectively.
2.2.3

Coordinate [ xcp , y cp ] of centroid of contact

pattern
As shown in Fig. 2, the coordinate of the centroid of the contact pattern determines its position on
the tooth surface, and coordinates can be calculated
based on

n 1





xcp    xc p  xa p  xa( p1)  Va

p 1


 x



 xc p  xa( p1)  xb( p1)  Vb
cp



 xbp  xb( p1)  Vc 


 n 1

3   Va  Vb  Vc   ,
 p 1

n 1





y cp    yc p  ya p  ya( p1)  Va

p 1


y



 yc p  ya( p1)  yb( p1)  Vb
cp



 ybp  yb( p1)  Vc 


(3)

 n 1

3   Va  Vb  Vc   .
 p 1


These parameters can accurately determine the
direction, shape, and position of the contact pattern, to
be used in the following sensitivity modeling as the
evaluation parameters.

3 Modified TCA algorithm

The TCA algorithm considering alignment errors (AE-TCA) is a special tooth contact analysis
approach that considers only installation errors, not
machining errors. This is an effective method for
studying the sensitivity and tolerance of misalignments. Before the tooth contact analysis, both the
gear surface equations and the pinion surface equations should be formulated based on the tooth blank
parameters, machine-tool settings, and the cutter
parameters. The assembly coordinate system with
mounting errors is shown in Fig. 1, where OP and OG
are the predetermined origins of the pinion coordinate system and gear coordinate system, respectively.
SP (OP, XP, YP, ZP) and SG (OG, XG, YG, ZG) are the
coordinate systems fixed on the pinion and the gear,
respectively. SH (OH, XH, YH, ZH) is the global assembly coordinate system. Γ and E are the ideal shaft
angle and the offset between the pinion axis and the
gear axis, respectively. SM (OM, XM, YM, ZM) and SN
(ON, XN, YN, ZN) are the auxiliary calculating coordinate systems corresponding to the pinion and gear,
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respectively. φ1 and φ2 are the real rotation angles of
the pinion and gear, respectively.
On the pinion surface Sp and gear surface Sg, the
radius vectors rp and rg and normal vectors np and ng
of SP and SG can be described as
rp  rp ( p , p ),

rg  rg ( g , g ),

np  np ( p , p ),

ng  ng ( g , g ),

(4)

where θp and θg represent the cutter rotation angles of
the pinion and gear, respectively; ϕp and ϕg represent
the work-piece rotation angles of the pinion and gear
during the machining process, respectively.
Based on spatial coordinate transformation theory (Wu, 2009), the radius vectors rHp and rHg and
p
H

g
H

normal vectors n and n in SH can be represented
as
rHp  M HM ( H P ) M MP (1 )rp (p , p ),
 g
rH  M HN ( H G , E  V ,    ) M NG (2 )rg (g , g ),
(5)
 p
nH  LHM ( H P ) LMP (1 )np (p , p ),
 g
nH  LHN ( H G , E  V ,    ) LNG (2 )ng (g , g ),
where MHM, MMP, MHN, and MNG are the fourth-order
homogeneous matrixes for transforming the calculating coordinate systems, which respectively represent the transformation matrix from SM (OM, XM, YM,
ZM) to SH (OH, XH, YH, ZH), the transformation matrix
from SP (OP, XP, YP, ZP) to SM (OM, XM, YM, ZM), the
transformation matrix from SN (ON, XN, YN, ZN) to SH
(OH, XH, YH, ZH), and the transformation matrix from
SG (OG, XG, YG, ZG) to SN (ON, XN, YN, ZN). LHM, LMP,
LHN, and LNG are the matrixes corresponding to MHM,
MMP, MHN, MNG but the last rows and last columns are
removed. MHN(HG, E+V, Γ+E)MNG(φ2) can be expressed as

MHN (HG , E V, Γ + Σ) MNG (2 ) =
 cos(   ) sin(   )sin sin(   )cos H cos(   )


0
cos
sin
E +V

,
sin(   ) cos(   )sin cos(   )cos H sin(   ) 


0
0
0
1


(6)
2

2

2

G

2

2

2

G

and MHM(HP)MMP(φ1) can be expressed as

0
0
1
0 cos sin
1
1
M HM ( H P ) M MP (1 )  
0 sin1 cos1

0
0
0

HP 
0 
. (7)
0 

1 

As shown in Fig. 4, based on the meshing theory
of conjugate surfaces (Litvin et al., 1991), during the
meshing process, the two conjugate surfaces are continuously point-contacting each other, and there is a
tangent plane and a shared normal vector between the
two surfaces, so the TCA equations considering installation errors can be expressed as
rHp ( p , p , 1 )  rHg ( g , g ,  2 ),
 p
g
nH ( p , p , 1 )  nH ( g , g ,  2 ),
 g
pg
nH  VH  0,

(8)

where VHpg represents the relative speed vector at the
contacting point of the surfaces of pinion and gear,
which can be described as
VHpg  (Hg  Hp )  rHg ,

(9)

where Hp and Hg represent respectively the rotational angular velocities of the pinion and the gear
during the meshing process, and can be defined as

Hp   1 0 0T ,

 g N2
T
MHN (HG , E  V , Γ + Σ ) MNG (2 ) 1 0 0 ,
H 
N1

(10)
where N1 and N2 are the numbers of teeth of the pinion
and the gear, respectively.
After projecting the radius vectors and normal
vectors to the axes of the assembly coordinate system,
the vector equations can be transformed to scalar
equations, which contain six unknowns θp, ϕp, φ1, θg,
ϕg, and φ2. Since nHp and nHg are unit vectors such
that nHp  nHg  1, the number of independent scalar
equations is five. To solve the five equations, taking
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φ1 as an input variable, and leaving the other unknowns θp, ϕp, θg, ϕg, and φ2 to be worked out afterwards, then the contact points on the surface of the
pinion and of the gear will be obtained. Adjusting φ1
to a specific step size and repeating the above calculation process until the current contact point is outside
the effective boundaries of the surfaces, the path of
the contact points can be obtained, and the transmission error of the gear drive is defined as
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4 Sensitivity analysis of contact patterns to
installation errors

where 10 and 20 are the initial rotation angles of the

A face-hobbed hypoid gear pair is taken as the
case for the sensitivity analysis of the contact pattern
to alignment errors. The gear is processed by the
generated method, and the pinion is processed by the
cutter-tilted method. Basic geometric parameters of
the example hypoid gears are given in Table 1. Referring to the settings of Litvin et al. (1995) and Simon (1998), variation ranges of the linear misalignments HP, HG, and V are set as [−0.3, +0.3] mm, and
the variation range of the angular misalignment Σ is
set as [−0.3°, +0.3°]. The change rules of γcp, Scp, xcp ,

pinion and gear, respectively.

and y cp are summarized in Fig. 5.

2  (2  20 ) 

N1
(1  10 ),
N2

(11)

Fig. 4 Conjugate surfaces of a hypoid gear drive

For each instantaneous contact point, the cutting
tool surface’s principal directions and principal curvatures are known. Based on the curvature relation of
two line-contact surfaces, the principal directions and
principal curvatures of the surfaces of pinion and gear
can be worked out. According to the curvature relation of two point-contact surfaces and considering the
given elastic deformation d=0.00635 mm (Fan and
Wilcox, 2007), the direction and dimensions of the
contact ellipse can be calculated. All of the ellipses on
the contact trajectory constitute the entire contact
pattern. It should be noted that the unloaded TCA
approach used in this study is a geometric contact
analysis tool, which calculates the contact pattern and
TE curve based on the gear geometry and the relative
curvature parameters of the tooth surfaces. The influence of the relative sliding of the tooth surface is
not considered.

Angular misalignment Σ has the greatest influence on the direction angle, area, and position of the
contact pattern. Besides Σ, the direction angle γcp is
most sensitive to the offset misalignment V, while the
area Scp is most sensitive to the gear axial misalignment HG. Position of the contact pattern on tooth
length direction is most sensitive to the offset misalignment V, while the position of the contact pattern
on tooth depth direction is most sensitive to the offset
misalignment V and pinion axial misalignment HP.
The changes of the contact trajectories on the gear
surface and pinion surface are shown in Fig. 6 (p.419).
The offset misalignment V and the angular misalignment Σ have the greatest influence on the direction angle and the position of the contact pattern. The
influence of the axial misalignment HG of the gear is
minimal, followed by the axial misalignment HP of
the pinion. Table 2 (p.419) gives a summary of the
displacement trends of the contact patterns, which are
the same as those obtained by Litvin et al. (1995). The
change rules of the TE curves affected by the four
misalignments are illustrated in Fig. 7 (p.420).
It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the influence
of the axial misalignment of the gear, HG, on the
transmission stability is minimal, followed by the
axial misalignment of the pinion, HP. The running
offset misalignment V and the angular misalignment
Σ have the greatest influence on the transmission
stability of the gear drive. These change rules verify
the above conclusions of the impacts of misalignments on the contact trajectory and the evaluation
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Table 1 Design data of the hypoid gear pair
Item
Number of teeth

Description

Description

Item

Pinion (left-hand) Gear (right-hand)
7
36
Face angle (°)

Shaft angle (°)

90

90

Outer cone distance
(mm)
Offset (mm)

197.29

185.04

38

38

Tooth width (mm)

54.22

48.00

Mean spiral angle (°)

50.00

36.38

Pinion (active)
17.57

Gear
77.28

Root angle (°)

12.37

71.97

Pitch apex beyond
crossing point (mm)
Face cone apex beyond
crossing point (mm)
Root cone apex beyond
crossing point (mm)
Mean addendum (mm)

12.17

−0.75

4.41

−1.06

4.73

−0.66

12.87

1.93

Pressure angle (°)

22.5

–

Mean dedendum (mm)

4.22

14.85

Pitch angle (°)

13.0

76.6

Working depth (mm)

14.84

14.84

1.4 (convex)

3.2

Tool nose radius (mm)

162.0 (convex)

152.4

1.4 (concave)

141.0 (concave)

HG

1.0

HP

135

V



0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

Area of contact pattern (mm2)

Direction angle of contact pattern (rad)

Tool fillet radius
(mm)

0.5

130

115
110
105

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Equivalent misalignment (HG (mm), V (mm), HP (mm),  ())

(b)

HG

V

HP



30
25
20
15

8.8
Ordinate value of centroid (mm)

Abscissa value of centroid (mm)



120

(a)

35

V

HP

125

100

-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
Equivalent misalignment (HG (mm), V (mm), HP (mm),  ())

HG

HG

V

HP



8.6
8.4
8.2
8.0
7.8
7.6

10

-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
Equivalent misalignment (HG (mm), V (mm), HP (mm),  ())

(c)

-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
Equivalent misalignment (HG (mm), V (mm), HP (mm),  ())

(d)

Fig. 5 Change rules of evaluation indexes of contact pattern
(a) Direction angle of contact pattern, γcp; (b) Area of contact pattern, Scp; (c) Abscissa value of contact pattern’s centroid,
xcp ; (d) Ordinate value of contact pattern’s centroid, y cp
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parameters of the contact pattern, which provide the
basis of the following optimization process.
Table 2 Shift of contact trajectory due to misalignments
Misalignment
HG (+)
HG (−)
V (+)
V (−)
HP (+)
HP (−)
Σ (+)
Σ (−)

Shift on gear
Heel and low
Toe and high
Toe and high
Heel and low
Toe and high
Heel and low
Toe and high
Heel and low

Shift on pinion
Heel and high
Toe and low
Toe and low
Heel and high
Toe and low
Heel and high
Toe and low
Heel and high
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5 Sensitivity optimization design

To improve the meshing performance and the
stability of the gear drive, the centroid of the contact
pattern should be located in the middle of the tooth
surface and the area should be appropriately larger to
optimize the load distribution (Zeng, 1989). The
effective overlap ratio (EOR) can reflect the number
of simultaneously meshing tooth pairs. In a reasonable range, the EOR will increase with the decrease of
γcp (Zeng, 1989), and a higher EOR can enhance the
gear pair’s bearing capacity and reduce meshing
vibration (Deng and Wei, 2012). Therefore, the

Fig. 6 Impacts of the installation errors on the contact trajectory on the gear and pinion surfaces
(a) HG: ±0.3 mm; (b) V: ±0.3 mm; (c) HP: ±0.3 mm; (d) Σ: ±0.3°
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Fig. 7 Change rules of transmission error affected by the four misalignments
(a) HG: ±0.3 mm; (b) V: ±0.3 mm; (c) HP: ±0.3 mm; (d) Σ: ±0.3°

direction angle γcp should be controlled within a reasonable range.
5.1 Sensitivity model of contact pattern

Taking γcp, Scp, xcp , and y cp obtained in the state
without installation errors as the theoretical parameters, the contact pattern errors are defined as the differences between the theoretical values and the actual
values of the four parameters. xcp , y cp , Scp, γcp
represent the centroid’s horizontal and vertical position errors, and the area and the direction angle errors
of the contact pattern, respectively, and can be described as
Δxcp 

Δy cp 

ΔScp 
Δ 
 cp

f s ( H P , H G , V ,  ),

T

 f x f x f x f x 
,
,
,
 S x  f x  
 ,

 H P H G V  
T

f
f f 
 f
 S y  f y   y , y , y , y  ,

 H P H G V  

T
 S  f   f s , f s , f s , f s  ,
s


 s
H P H G V  


T
 S  f   f , f , f , f  .



 
 H P H G V  


(13)

5.2 Multi-objective function of sensitivity

f x ( H P , H G , V ,  ),
f y ( H P , H G , V ,  ),

and γcp. The larger the absolute value, the more
sensitive the parameter will be, which can be represented as

(12)

f ( H P , H G , V ,  ).

The sensitivities of the contact pattern to installation errors are defined as the changing rate of
the four description parameters HP, HG, V, and Σ relative to equivalent misalignments xcp , y cp , Scp,

Considering the comprehensive effects of these
four kinds of misalignments, the sensitivity optimization problem of the contact pattern is actually a
multi-objective problem, which can be represented
as
4
4
4
4


min  S xi , min  S yi , min  S si , min  S i  .
i 1
i 1
i 1
i 1


(14)
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Eq. (14) represents the minimum misalignment
sensitivity for each of the above four indicators. In
order to translate the multi-objective function to a
single-objective function, the four sub-functions are
weighted based on the conclusions of the above sensitivity analysis. After weighting the four goals, the
multi-objective function can be described as
4

4

4

4

i 1

i 1

i 1

i 1

min f (d j )  C1  Sxi  C2  S yi  C3  Ssi  C4  S i ,
C1  C2  C3  C4  1,

(15)
where dj represents the optimization control variables,
and Ci (i=1, 2, 3, 4) represents the weighting coefficients for the four sub-objective functions, which can
be determined based on the conclusion of the above
sensitivity analysis and the assembly and bearing
requirements in practice. It can be seen from Figs. 5
and 6 that the horizontal position and the area of the
contact pattern are more sensitive than the vertical
position and the direction angle, so in the following
study, C1 and C3 will be set larger than C2 and C4.
5.3 Optimization process

According to the conjugate contact theory and
gear meshing principle (Litvin and Fuentes, 2004),
the induced normal curvatures and induced geodesic
torsion jointly determine the meshing features (Zeng,
1989). In both LCT and LSM, firstly, the gear surface
Sg must be derived based on the tooth blank parameters, machine-tool settings, and the cutter parameters
(Zeng, 1989; Litvin and Fuentes, 2004). The convex
and concave surfaces of the gear are all determined,
and thus contact properties only depend on the curvatures of the pinion surfaces. The essence of LCT
and LSM is to adjust the induced normal curvatures
and induced geodesic torsion between the contacting
surfaces by adjusting the curvatures of the pinion.
As shown in Fig. 8, the curvatures Ag, Bg, and
Cg of the gear surface at the calculation point can be
computed based on the line-contact conjugate theory
(Wu, 2009). Based on the line conjugate contact theory, three induced curvatures ΔApg, ΔBpg, and ΔCpg
between the imaginary pinion and the gear can be
calculated. By calculating the difference between Ag,
Bg, Cg and ΔApg, ΔBpg, ΔCpg, the curvatures Apl, Bpl,
and Cpl of the design pitch cone of the imaginary
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pinion can be obtained, which is line-contacting with
the gear. In LCT, the gear designer will calculate the
curvature correction values A, B, and C based on
Apl, Bpl, and Cpl to turn the contact state from the fully
conjugate line-contact to the locally conjugate pointcontact. Then the curvatures Ap, Bp, and Cp of the
design pitch cone of the pinion can be obtained based
on A, B, C and Apl, Bpl, Cpl, which is pointcontacting with the gear.
In this methodology, after getting the curvatures
Ap, Bp, and Cp of the pinion surface by LCT, the target
scope of Ap, Bp, and Cp is set to a predetermined range
ApT, BpT, and CpT based on the initially obtained value
of Ap, Bp, Cp, which can be obtained based on
 ApT  [(1  ap ) Ap , (1  ap ) Ap ],
 T
 Bp  [(1  bp ) Bp , (1  bp ) Bp ],
 T
C p  [(1  cp )Cp , (1  cp )Cp ],

(16)

where ap, bp, cp are the scaling factors of Ap, Bp, Cp,
respectively, which should be determined by the actual case of the gear pair and generally set as 0.05 to
0.1. After the new range is established, the initial
individual Xk=[Apk, Bpk, Cpk]T (k=1, 2, …, Mp) of Ap,
Bp, Cp will be generated by the Mp individuals randomly selected from ApT, BpT, CpT, where Mp is the
preset number of the individuals. To avoid interference between the gear and pinion surfaces, each new
set of Ap, Bp, and Cp in Xk must satisfy
A  Ap  Apl , B  Bp  Bpl , C  Cp  Cpl ,
AB  (C ) 2  0.

(17)

The initial set of Ap, Bp, Cp and the global selection space of the curvatures of the pinion are illustrated
in Fig. 9. The design pitch cone and the generating
pitch cone of the pinion are not collinear, and the angle
 between them can be calculated from (Zeng, 1989)

sin   (Tp , Tp , N p ),
cos   Tp  Tp ,

(18)

where Tp and Tp′ represent the unit vectors along the
tooth trace directions of the design pitch cone and
generating cone, respectively, and Np represents the
unit normal vector of the pinion surface.
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Obtain:
contact patterns and transmission error curves
Alignment errors:
HP, HG, V, Σ
Input:
geometric parameters of the gear and pinion blank,
gear’s machine-tool settings and cutter parameters
Obtain: Sg; Ag, Bg, Cg
Equations of the gear surface and the curvatures of
gear’s surface at the calculating point

 cpk , Scpk , xcpk , y cpk

Calculate the sensitivities of the contact pattern to installation errors:

Sg


 Sk


 k
 Ss


 k
 Sx


S k
 y


Local conjugate theory
, ∆C ; A , B , C ; ∆A, ∆B, ∆C
 A∆A=A, ∆B
+∆A; B =B +∆B; C =C +∆C

Calculate:
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p

pg

pg

pl

p

pl

pl

pl

pl

p

pl

Obtain: Ap, Bp, Cp
Curvatures of the designing pitch cone of the pinion
which is point-contacting with the gear
Expand the target range of: Ap, Bp, Cp
ApT=[(1−ap)Ap, (1+ap)Ap]; BpT=[(1−bp)Bp, (1+bp)Bp];
CpT=[(1−cp)Cp, (1+cp)Cp]; ap, bp, cp: scaling factors
Generate initial population of control variables:
Xk=[Apk, Bpk, Cpk]T (k=1, 2, …, Mp)

Sensitivity analysis
conclusion

∆A=A −A ; ∆B=B −B ; ∆C=C −C ;
 ∆A∆B−(∆C)
≥0

Satisfy:

p

pl

p

pl

p

Feasible region constraints
Obtain:
evaluation parameters of the contact patterns:

T
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 H P H G V  

T

Set the weighting coefficients for four sub-objective
functions: Cik (i=1, 2, 3, 4), C1k+C2k+C3k+C4k=1

pl

2

Calculate the multi-objective comprehensive sensitivity optimization function:
4
4
4
4

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
min f (d j )  C1  S xi  C2  S yi  C3  Ssi  C4  S i ,
i 1
i 1
i 1
i 1

C k  C k  C k  C k  1
2
3
4
 1

Obtain: A′pk, B′pk, C′pk (k=1, 2, …, Mp)
Curvatures of the pinion along the direction
of the generating pitch cone
Calculate pitch cone parameters of pinion’s generating gear:
R01k, δ01k, β01k (k=1, 2, …, Mp)
Obtain: ∆XBk, ∆XDk, ∆Emk, Srk, qk, ik, jk, γmk, mcpk (k=1, 2, …, Mp)
Pinion’s machine-tool settings
Obtain: Spk (k=1, 2, …, Mp)
Pinion’s surface

Spk

Meet the termination
conditions?
Yes
Output:
pinion’s machine tool settings;
sensitivity coefficients; contact patterns

MPGA

Fig. 8 Flowchart of the optimization process (MPGA is multi-population genetic algorithm)

Fig. 9 Global selection space of the curvature of the pinion

No
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For each individual in Xk, the curvatures Apk ,

Bpk , Cpk of the pinion along the direction of the
generating pitch cone can be computed based on the
Euler and Bertrand formulas (Zeng, 1989).
Ap  Ap cos 2   Bp sin 2   2Cp sin  cos ,
Bp  Ap sin 2   Bp cos 2   2Cp sin  cos ,

(19)

Cp  ( Ap  Bp )sin  cos   Cp (cos   sin ).
2

2

According to Apk , Bpk , Cpk and the geometric
parameters of the gear pair, the machining radius rMk
of the cutter head of pinion can be calculated, and the
formulas are those in (Zeng, 1989). Then the parameters of the pitch cone of the generating gear of the
pinion, such as the pitch cone distance R01k, pitch cone
angle δ01k, and the helical angle β01k, can be obtained
(Zeng, 1989). Based on the tooth blank parameters
and geometric parameters of the pinion and the pitch
cone parameters of its generating gear, the machinetool settings ΔXBk, ΔXDk, ΔEmk, Srk, qk, ik, jk, γmk, mcpk
can be calculated (Zeng, 1989), as shown in Fig. 10
and Table 3.
The coordinate systems Sml (Oml, Xml, Yml, Zml),
Sq (Oq, Xq, Yq, Zq), S1 (O1, X1, Y1, Z1), Sc (Oc, Xc, Yc,
Zc), Stl (Otl, Xtl, Ytl, Ztl) are respectively fixed to the
machine-tool, the work-piece stage, the pinion workpiece, cradle, and cutter. The cutting ratio mcp is also
an adjustable machine-tool parameter which is defined as
mcp 

c
,
w
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contact pattern to four installation errors can be
worked out. According to the sensitivity analysis, the
weighting coefficients Cik (i=1, 2, 3, 4) for four
sub-objective functions corresponding to four evaluation parameters can be determined. The comprehensive sensitivity between Sg and the pinion surface
Spk corresponding to each individual in the generation can be calculated. Then, the minimum of the
comprehensive sensitivities of this generation is obtained. Before reaching the termination condition, the
above calculation will be performed iteratively by
using a genetic algorithm (GA). The machine-tool
settings of the pinion are continuously updated, and

(20)

where ωc and ωw are the rotate speeds of the cradle
and work-piece, respectively.
Based on the obtained machine-tool settings,
tooth blank parameters and cutter parameters of the
pinion, the equations of the pinion surfaces Spk can be
deduced. After that the gear and the pinion are assembled in the meshing coordinate system with four
installation errors HP, HG, V, Σ. The AE-TCA between
the gear surface Sg and the pinion surfaces Spk considering misalignments, can be performed, then the
evaluation parameters γcpk, Scpk, xcpk, ycpk of the contact
patterns can be obtained. Based on these evaluation
parameters, the sensitivities Sγk, Ssk, Sxk, Syk of the

D

Fig. 10 Cradle-type generator model
(a) Machine-tool model; (b) Machining coordinate system

Table 3 Motion elements of the cradle-type generator
Item
i
j
q
Sr

Related motion
Tilt angle
Swivel angle
Basic cradle angle
Radial setting

Item
Em
XB
XD
γm

Related motion
Blank offset
Sliding base
Machine center to back
Machine root angle
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consequently the pinion surface Spk is also updated.
Finally, the individual with the minimal sensitivity is
calculated, and thus the machine-tool settings and the
tooth surface Spk can be obtained.
5.4 Constraints

In order to avoid the edge and corner contact
states, the distribution of the contact pattern should be
limited within a reasonable range on the tooth surface.
As described in (Zeng, 1989; Wang et al., 2018),
compared with the unloaded meshing state, the
boundaries of the contact pattern under the loaded
state will extend towards the edges of the tooth surface. Therefore, in the unloaded condition, the edges
of the feasible region of the contact pattern should
move a certain distance inward from the actual edge,
as illustrated in Fig. 11.

where Sgface, Sgroot, Sgtoe, Sgheel are the triangular areas
respectively formed by the contacting point P0 with
the new edges corresponding to the face cone, root
cone, toe line, and heel line. If P0 is outside the constrained area (Fig. 12b), the following expressions can
be derived:
 Sgface  Sgroot  Sgtoe  Sgheel  Sg* ,
 face
root
toe
heel
*
 Sp  Sp  Sp  Sp  Sp .

(23)

Fig. 11 Feasible region of the contact pattern

The distances between the calculating point M0
and the face cone, effective root cone, toe line, and
heel line are named Lface, Lroot, Ltoe, and Lheel, respectively. Similarly, the distances between M0 and the
corresponding edges of the feasible region are named
L′face, L′root, L′toe, and L′heel. A shrinkage ratio of the
four directions has been used to define the feasible
region, which can be represented as
iD  LD / LD ,

(21)

where the subscript D represents the face, root, toe, or
heel. As described in (ANSI-AGMA, 2005), iD is
generally set in the range from 0.85 to 0.95. As shown
in Fig. 12, assuming the new regions on the gear and
pinion surfaces are Sg* and Sp*, respectively, if there is
a real contacting point P0 on these regions (Fig. 12a),
the following expressions can be derived:
 Sgface  Sgroot  Sgtoe  Sgheel  Sg* ,
 face
root
toe
heel
*
 Sp  Sp  Sp  Sp  Sp ,

(22)

Fig. 12 Feasible region of the contact pattern
(a) Reasonable contact point; (b) False contact point

5.5 Constraint strategy of feasible region

In previous studies, for the convenience of
computation, the researchers have usually limited the
contact trajectory rather than use the entire contact
pattern to control the meshing properties. In fact, the
contact pattern consists of the instantaneous contact
ellipses, so the length of each ellipse’s long axis must
be considered in the design of the pattern of the feasible region of contact. Furthermore, the curves below
the intersection of two adjacent TE curves are
meaningless because these curves correspond to the
states in which the gear and pinion have separated
from each other or not yet touched each other. The
constraint strategy in this study can be summarized as
shown in Fig. 13.
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A pair of spiral bevel or hypoid gears
Tooth contact analysis

TE curves

Contact patterns

Curves’
intersections

Adjust
pinion’s
processing
parameters

Corresponding
contact points

Endpoints of the points’
contact ellipses’ major axes

In the feasible region
of the surfaces?

No

Yes
Acceptable gear pair

Fig. 13 Constraint strategy of feasible region

6 Optimization algorithm

With the rise of intelligent algorithms, more and
more engineering problems have been successfully
solved by heuristic optimization approaches, including the GA. GA is a nature-inspired stochastic optimization method which is suitable for solving complex technical problems. However, few studies have
used intelligent algorithms for the optimum research
of spiral bevel and hypoid gears.
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As mentioned above, the multi-objective function is established based on TCA results after virtual
machining and virtual assembly processes. This
makes it a complex nonlinear problem. Due to the
limitations of local convergence and premature
convergence, GA generally cannot find the optimal
result of such a strong nonlinear problem. In the last
few years, a multi-population genetic algorithm
(MPGA) has been proposed to eliminate the defects
of GA (Pourvaziri and Naderi, 2014) as shown in
Fig. 14.
The variation scopes of the curvatures are all
constrained within a tiny range, while the new individuals have a certain degree of randomness, which
may make the optimal solution of the offspring population not as good as that for the parental population.
Considering the complexity of the multi-objective
function, these factors will reduce the calculation
speed. The cooperative operation of the elitism
strategy and population catastrophe strategy has been
introduced into this algorithm, as shown in Fig. 14.
The elitism strategy means the best solution of parental population must be retained to the offspring
population. Population catastrophe strategy means
that when the average fitness value of the current
population is close to the optimal fitness value, the
mutation rate of the offspring population should be
artificially improved.

Fig. 14 MPGA with elitism preservation and population catastrophe cooperative strategy
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7 Case study

A hypoid gear pair (the gear is processed by the
generating method, and the pinion is processed by
the cutter tilting method) is chosen to verify the
feasibility of this method. The basic geometric parameters and cutting tool parameters of the example
gear pair are given in Table 1, the convex surface of
the gear and the concave surface of the pinion are the
working surface of the gear drive, which have been
chosen as case studies. The four equivalent misalignments are shown in Table 4, and the original
contact patterns and transmission error curves are
shown in Fig. 15.

HP (mm)
0.118 27

V (mm)
0.108 51

Table 5 Evaluation indexes of contact pattern without
consideration of misalignments before optimization
γcp (rad)
0.7223

Scp (mm2)
122.4336

xcp (mm)
24.0653

ycp (mm)
8.3093

Table 6 Evaluation indexes of contact pattern with consideration of misalignments before optimization

Table 4 Equivalent misalignments
HG (mm)
0.173 17

The evaluation parameters of the contact pattern
without consideration of misalignments are given in
Table 5, while the evaluation parameters considering
misalignments are given in Table 6. Table 7 lists the
sensitivity coefficients of the evaluation parameters to
the four misalignments. The absolute value of each
value represents the magnitude of sensitivity, and the
greater the absolute value the more sensitive it is.

Σ (°)
0.101 19

γcp (rad)
0.6451

Scp (mm2)
111.2434

xcp (mm)
12.0978

ycp (mm)
7.8717

Table 7 Sensitivity coefficients of the original design
Misalignment
HG
HP
V
Σ

Sγ

Ss

Sx

Sy

−0.226 91 20.417 17
7.478 48 0.066 38
−0.115 09
1.809 70 −14.027 63 −1.668 58
−0.404 27 −5.512 27 −34.902 04 −1.724 28
−0.686 23 −48.724 25 −32.685 70 1.362 44

According to the above sensitivity analysis conclusion, the weighting coefficients Cik (i=1, 2, 3, 4) in
this case can be set as
C1  C3  0.35, C2  0.1, C4  0.2.

Fig. 15 Contact patterns on gear (a) and pinion (b) and
TE curves (c) of the original hypoid gear pair

(24)

Parameters of each operator in the adopted
MGPA optimization algorithm are given in Table 8.
After completing the above-mentioned sensitivity
optimization and the tooth contact analysis, the contact patterns and TE curves of the mating surfaces are
shown in Fig. 16. Evaluation parameters of the contact pattern without the consideration of misalignments
are listed in Table 9, while those with the consideration of misalignments are given in Table 10.
The sensitivity coefficients obtained after optimization are shown in Table 11. The values in parentheses indicate the changes in the absolute value of
the sensitivity coefficient. A positive value indicates
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an increased sensitivity and a negative value indicates
a decreased sensitivity.
Table 8 Parameters of MPGA optimization algorithm
Number of
iterations
100
Mutation
probability
0.3

Number of
individuals
40
Migration
probability
0.3

Number of
subpopulations
4
Generation
gap
0.8

Crossover
probability
0.8
Migration
cycle
3

Table 9 Evaluation indexes of contact pattern without
consideration of misalignments after optimization
γcp (rad)
0.7036

Scp (mm2)
141.2345

xcp (mm)
23.744

ycp (mm)
8.0772

Table 10 Evaluation indexes of contact pattern with consideration of misalignments after optimization
γcp (rad)
0.6794

Scp (mm2)
135.0937

xcp (mm)
20.3356

ycp (mm)
8.5710

It can be seen from Figs. 15 and 16 that the optimized contact patterns on the surfaces of the gear
and pinion become less sensitive to the misalignments.
Although the absolute value of the intersection of the
TE curves becomes larger after optimization, it is still
within a reasonable and acceptable range, which is
generally set as [0.004°, 0.010°] (Simon, 1998). More
importantly, the shapes of the optimized TE curves
become more reasonable, whether or not the misalignments are considered. Undoubtedly, a transmission error curve with a parabolic shape is necessary
for the desired meshing performance (Litvin and
Fuentes, 2004). It can be observed from Table 11 that
most sensitivities have decreased after the optimization. The sensitivities of the vertical position of the
centroid to the gear’s axial error, the offset error, and
the angular error have increased respectively. The
sensitivities of the direction angle and the area to the
offset error have also increased. However, the other
11 sensitivities have been reduced, and the comprehensive sensitivity of the contact patterns to the

Fig. 16 Contact patterns on gear (a) and pinion (b), TE curves (c), and fitness curves (d) of the optimized gear pair

Misalignment
HG
HP
V
Σ

Table 11 Sensitivity coefficients of the optimized design
Sx
Ss
19.419 54 (−4.89%)
7.052 82 (−5.69%)
1.698 03 (−6.17%)
−13.776 01 (−1.79%)
−5.636 28 (2.25%)
−31.638 41 (−9.35%)
−44.743 01 (−8.17%)
−30.467 34 (−6.79%)

Sγ
−0.206 83 (−8.85%)
−0.111 08 (−3.48%)
−0.414 91 (2.63%)
−0.647 20 (−5.69%)

Sy
0.068 64 (3.40%)
−1.649 49 (−1.14%)
−1.735 52 (0.65%)
1.428 21 (4.83%)
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equivalent misalignments has decreased. It must be
noted that after optimization, the sensitivities of the
direction angle, the area, and the vertical position to
the offset error have increased respectively. The reason is that in the optimization process, the 16 sensitivity coefficients of the four indexes to the four kinds
of misalignments are simultaneously optimized for
decreasing. Through our research, we found that there
are mutual constraints among these 16 coefficients,
and the decline of some coefficients will lead to other
factors rising. Thus, we can only find a Pareto optimal
solution in the entire solution set. Table 11 gives the
smallest coefficients set of the weighted sensitivities,
so the most sensitive coefficients of horizontal position and area are reduced observably. Based on the
obtained conclusion that the four indexes are most
sensitive to the angular error, and secondly to the
offset error, it can be concluded that this optimization
achieves the goal of reducing the comprehensive
sensitivity. According to the sensitivity analysis, the
assembly accuracy of the angle between the crossed
axes and the offset should be controlled first in future
work to reduce these sensitivities. The effects of the
stiffness and the wear of the bearings, the deformation
of the shafts, and the eccentricity of the gear will also
be considered in a detailed study in the future. Table 12 gives the original and optimized machine-tool
settings.
Table 12 Machine-tool settings of the pinion in two cases
Item
Tilt angle, i (°)
Swivel angle, j (°)
Basic cradle angle, q (°)
Radial setting, Sr (mm)
Blank offset, Em (mm)
Sliding base, XB (mm)
Machine center to back,
XD (mm)
Machine root angle, γm (°)
Cutting ratio, mcp

Original

Value
Optimized

2.049 92
263.932 88
73.629 35
145.784 92
49.45
10.09
−6.34

2.017 77
255.924 51
77.802 52
139.954 23
46.561 60
7.756 24
−5.693 00

10.35
5.507 13

10.28
5.233 84

have been investigated in this study. The models and
optimization framework established in this paper can
be summarized as: (1) an accurate parametrized
measurement model of the contact pattern; (2) a
comprehensive sensitivity model of the contact pattern to misalignments; (3) an optimization framework
consisting of the calculated model of the machining
parameters, a TCA considering alignment errors, and
a misalignment sensitivity evaluation model. There
are some meaningful observations in this study which
are presented as follows:
1. The influence rules of the four different misalignments on the contact pattern are different. Taking
the researched gear pair as the example, the evaluation indexes are most sensitive to the angular error
between the pinion shaft and the gear shaft. Therefore, in the installation process of the hypoid gear
pair, an angular error should be avoided as much as
possible. The influence of the running offset error is
also significant, while the impact of the axial misalignment of the gear is minimal, followed by the axial
misalignment of the pinion.
2. By optimizing the sensitivity of the contact
pattern to the four equivalent misalignments, the sum
of the sensitivity coefficients of the evaluation indexes has been reduced, the sensitivity of meshing
performance to misalignments has also been reduced,
thereby improving the meshing stability of the gear
pair. The improved MPGA algorithm can achieve the
expected goal with a good convergence rate.
3. Sensitivity analysis and optimization of the
contact pattern of hypoid gears to misalignments have
prospect of wide application in meshing quality control, and the design of the tolerance zone and the
optimal structure. By the AE-TCA approach, considering the alignment errors of a hypoid gear pair, the
influence rule and the tolerance law of the installation
errors on the contact quality can be obtained. The
conclusion provides a basis for the process and installation of hypoid gears and a reference for the
manufacture of bearings and powertrain reducers.
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准双曲面齿轮啮合模型，对齿轮副啮合印痕特征
（齿面分布位置、大小和方向）进行参数化建模，
精确评价印痕对安装误差的敏感性，以及研究降
低接触性能对安装误差的敏感度的方法，为准双
曲面齿轮副的加工和安装提供理论依据。
创新点：1. 对准双曲面齿轮齿面接触印痕进行精确的参数
化建模；2. 建立考虑轴交角误差、偏置距误差以
及大小轮轴向误差的齿轮副啮合分析模型；3. 建
立准双曲面齿轮副安装误差敏感度综合评价模
型；4. 通过优化齿轮加工参数，在齿轮副设计环
节实现齿轮副安装误差敏感度的降低。
方

法：1. 对准双曲面齿轮副安装误差和齿面接触印痕进
行参数化建模，推导出表示接触印痕大小、方向
和齿面分布位置的解析表达式（公式（1）~（3））；
2. 建立考虑 4 种安装误差的准双曲面齿轮副啮合
分析模型（公式（4）~（11）），得到不同安装误
差对啮合印痕的影响（图 5~7）；3. 建立准双曲面
齿轮副安装误差综合敏感度优化模型（公式
（15）），并基于改进的多种群遗传算法（图 14）
实现齿轮副安装误差敏感性的降低（图 8）。

结

论：1. 四种安装误差对准双曲面齿轮啮合质量的影响
程度不同；其中轴交角误差的影响最大，其次是
偏置距误差，而大小轮的轴向安装误差的影响最
小，因此安装齿轮副必须注重轴交角及偏置距的
安装精度。2. 通过降低齿轮副安装误差综合敏感
度，可在一定程度上降低系统对装配误差的敏感
性；在齿轮副设计环节加入安装误差敏感度分
析，优化机床加工参数，对装配后的啮合质量控
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制具有积极意义。3. 考虑安装误差的轮齿接触分
析模型能够得到不同安装误差对啮合印痕及传

题

目：准双曲面齿轮接触印痕对安装误差的敏感性分析
与优化设计

目

的：准双曲面齿轮副在实际装配过程中不可避免地存
在安装误差。本文旨在建立考虑多种安装误差的

动误差的影响规律，是一种对失配状态下的准双
曲面齿轮副进行无载啮合分析的有效工具。
关键词：准双曲面齿轮；失配；轮齿接触分析；敏感性分
析；多种群遗传算法；多目标优化

